
300 Extra -feature electronic thermometers.

No wires! Mount sensors where
you need to know temperature

Works up to
100 feet away

Add up to three
remote sensors

Wireless indoor/outdoor thermometer with remote sensor
Forget about wires-just put the remote sensor outdoors! Keep main unit indoors-top line show
sensor's outdoor temperature reading, bottom line shows indoor temperature. Add as many as thre
remote sensors, indoors or out, for multiple readings-up to 100 -foot range. High/low temperatur
memory. Celsius/Fahrenheit. Use stand or mount on wall. Requires 2 "AA" batteries for main unit an
2 "M" batteries for sensor. MI 63-1026 49.9
Extra sensor. 63-1027 Each 24.9'

Thermometer/humidity gauge
helps maintain a comfy home
Simultaneously displays indoor and outdoor tempera-
tures. Measures indoor relative humidity, too. Display
indicates when temperature and relative humidity are
in the optimum range to help you maintain an ideal
environment in your home or office. F° or C° readouts.

Memory records highest and lowest readings since last reset. Requires 2 "AA" bat-
teries. Set on desk or mount on wall. 63-867 29.99

%11
QM BIG -digit,
dual -display indoor/
outdoor thermometer
Display shows indoor and outdoor tem-

peratures simultaneously. Records minimum and maximum temperatures for both
indoors and outdoors. +32°F to +122°F (inside range) and -58°F to +158°F (out-
side range). Outdoor probe with mounting hook and 10 -foot cord. Mount main
unit on wall or set on table. Requires "W" battery. 63-1014 24.99
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412.79.'
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4
Slide -out bracket
for wall mounting

Temperature/humidity LCD
with comfort -zone messages
Easy -to -read 'h" display indicates "COMFORT" when thf
temperature is 68°F to 77°F and the humidity is 40% tc

Ractioshacit
70%. "WET" and "DRY" indicate when the air is toc
moist or arid. Recalls the highest or lowest temperaturE
and humidity readings since the last reset. Easy wall of

desk mount. Switchable between Celsius and Fahrenheit. Requires 2 "W" batteries
Boll 63-1013 24.99

Front panel
covers controls

Talking thermometer with clock
tells you the temperature
Voice reports temperature-on the hour, at a set alarm

........ ,, time, or any time at the press of a button. Sounds high
,.' and low temperature alerts to warn you of extreme con-

-- ow" ditions. Set to show indoor and outdoor temperatures,
indoor temperature and time, or outdoor temperature

and time. Can also report each clay'siktiand low temperatures. Select Celsius or
Fahrenheit. Requires 2 "AAA" batteries. 63-1012 24.99

Et 1 -800 -THE -SHACK

Copies of applicable warranties are available upon request in stores for inspection before
sale, or oy writing Customer Relations, 100 Throckmorton, Suite 600, Fort Worth, TX 76102


